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SURPRISING NEW RESULTS FROM CARIBBEAN SEA EXPEDITION 

CRATER fRAqMENTS fovNd MORE rhAS 7,000 
kilometers away from the impact site, unexpected ancient 
volcanoes, evidence of long-ago global warming, and 
clues to recent climate change are just a few of the 
surprising results of arecentNational Science Foundation 
Ocean Drilling Program research expedition. 

The research vessel JOIDES Resolution is 
gathering evidence from the Caribbean Sea of the 
meteorite impact believed to have caused the extinction 
of many life forms 65 million years ago, including 
dinosaurs. The impact occurred on the north end of the 
Yucatan Peninsula and created a 180-kilometer-wide 
crater now buried under yoimger sedimentary rocks. 

The drill-core samples recovered inthe Caribbean 
contain altered glass spheres, or tektites, formed when 
the meteorite explosively collided with Earth generating 
very high temperatures that melted crustal rocks. The 
tektites were deposited up to 1,000 kilometers from the 
crater, a result of the impact. 

ANCIENT CIOBAI WARMiNq, AN ANAloqy ro TodAy? 

Recorded in Caribbean sediments is evidence of a 
dramatic warming episode, about 55 million years ago. 
This record of rapid warming supports evidence found 
in sediment cores from deep ocean basins in other parts 
of the world. The finely layered Caribbean sediments 
show, for the first time, direct evidence of oxygen-poor 
oceans indicating that this warming was coincident with 
extinction of microscopic sea floor organisms. Few 
organisms can live in stagnant conditions and the 
sediments at the Caribbean sites indicate that deep-
dwelling organisms were absent.. Sediments deposited 
under well-oxygenated conditions, by comparison, are 

from the National Science Foundation 

continuously stirred up by worms and other organisms 
which leave evidence of having been there. 

elves TO ReccNT CUMATC ChANqe 
Bridging the gap between ancient and modem climate is 
a quarter-million-year record of tropical climate change 
preserved in Cariaco Basin on the northern margin of 
Venezuela. Cariaco Basin is the largest open-ocean 
example existing today of anoxic, or oxygen-free, 
conditions. Here, the stagnant waters and rapid 
accumulation of sediments result in a record of past 
climate and oceanic conditions of unparalleled resolution. 

Scientists expect the Cariaco Basin sediments 
recovered to produce an important record of how tropical 
climate has varied on time scales of tens to thousands of 
years over the recent geologic past. This will allow, for 
the first time, a direct comparison of tropical and polar 
climate change over the past 250,000 years. 

Ptxjtographs and video of Ocean Drilling Program {ODPJ research expedtitions are avarlaDle 
from [he ODP office al |409| 845-9322 
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sto-ether^u^stions,::^!^ 

'bur-^eVelopment practicesTeadmgTo^^graduat— 
degradation of the vital resource base—soil, water, air, the 
ozone layer, 

Empty rhetoric ...or 
Achievable goal? 

It depends on how well we understand natural systems sustainability. 
It depends on how ably we employ sustainable development practices. 

It depends a lot on numbers of people. 

by 
Lida Durant, The Audubon Institute 

Wendy Hessler, Freelance Writer 

This is Part 1 of a two-part article on sustainability. Part I 
defines tfie issue and outlines some of he natural resource 
problems facing the human race as we enter the 21st century. 
Part 2 gives examples of solutions communitites have 
developed to meet some of these problems. 

C7\ s world population continues to grov0Lieling^ 
^ \ , consumption of resources, qij^tidiisregarding the 

sustainability of these resowceS^d our consumption of 
Ihem repeatedly surface^Santhe growing global population 
be sustained by E r̂flfs resources? Can the standard of living 
be not only spstmned, but also dramatically improved, for the 
vast m̂ g<Mty of this planet's peoplê ;̂SS£Klive in relatively 

werished conditions? Are we aiuandering the Earth's 
"̂ natural capital*? Is there any way 1 for development to be 

able—and at what populatio^Tevd? What kinds of 
growtiiare sustainable; what kinds are not? How do we chart 

,.--eur&tur6 to ensure a sustained resource base? 
Human history is characterized by two great 

kural revolutions: the agricultural revolution, which 
hap^en^d roughly 10,000 to 12,000 years ago, and the 
mJM5 r̂/ar̂ evQlution, a mere 250 years in our past. Both 
gave us more enef|yvniore technologies, and much more 
control over nature. By^exp^ing food supplies and 
improving living standards, theagrioultural revolution 
resulted in ever-growing numbers of peo^ieJncreasing 
average per capita energy consumption, the indust 
revolution heightened human's power to alter and shape 
the earth which led to increased production, trade, and 
distribution of goods. Coincident withpopulation growth 
and increased production, unsustainable practices and 
poor management resulted in increased deforestation, 

f o r e s t s , 
grasslands, and 
wildlife? Are we 
repeating the same 
mistakes which 
were the major 
factor in the 
downfall of many 
past civilizations? 
Can we achieve 
s u s t a i n a b l e 
development? 

The term 
"sustainable development" became popular after 
publication of Our Common Future (United Nations 
World Commission on Environment and Development, 
1987), also known as the Brundtland Report. The 
commission defined sustainable development as 
•'developn ênt that meets the needs of the present generation 
wifhout^ompf^mi^ingih^ ability of future generatiDnste^ 
meettheim-vl 
has been qefined ^n 

^'CAN dispARATE STAkE holdER 

TRuLy FiNd COMMON qRouNd ... 

OR wi l l 'sUSTAINAbU 

dEVElopMENT/ NOT LNUkE THE 

TERM ^'jUMbo shRIMp" pROVE T 

BE AN oxyMORON, wiTh woRds 

SpEAkiNq Much loudER ThAN 

ACTIONS?" 

Dick Russell, The Amicus Journal 

hea 
it Alljiough sustaitiable development 
-̂~'-ny ways—most definitions 

recognize the^smute interdependence between social 
(or human) and^ologVal (or natural) systems. 

Ecological Systems: Natural Resources 
Just a few decades ago, the Earth's natural 

resources seemed limitless. During the last century, 
however, unprecedented population growth has led to a 

spiralling demand for 

EvERy yEAR, FishiNq FIEETS 

disCARd 2 9 MllUoN METRJC 

TONS oF uNWANTEd Fish ANd 

MARINE UFE. CAlUd 

''bycATch" UTTIE, iF ANy, oF 

ThESE discARds SURvivE. 

goods; mechanization 
has increased not only 
production to meet 
demand, but also 
reliance on fossil fuels; 
and as a result of the 
demand for goods and 
increased production, 
many natural resources 

are being over-harvested. We are now recognizing that 
such levels of exploitation cannot be sustained. 

Natural resources are, of course, everything 
supplied ^ylfie enviphment or created by a natural 

l uded^ this definition are renewable 
1 sucluis trees, birds, and wild or domesticated 

anc 
01 

ima^ nonrenewable commodities such as 
' ^ 3 k and common property (ovraed and 

used by every6rie)i^urces such as fish, water, soil, and 
air. Nature replenishesthese^cesources, for the most part, 
through the recycling of mattef>Siistainability simply 
implies a balance between the rate at whicliresources are 
consumed and the rate at which resources arereplenished. 

Natural 
systems and 
their resources 
are exploited for 
raw materials, 
used for waste 
disposal, and 
depended upon 
to supply food. 
Concern is rising that many resources M^inrdanger of 
being over-exploited. SOTpje-are^readyover-harvested. 
There is concem^oqrtfiat th^fonctions of natural systems 
are also inclfeopardyXSome have reached or surpassed 
assimilativebamcity. I>^matically declining fish stocks, 
climate change\di^appeMing rainforests, and habitat 
degradation are ekmtoles oi\some of the devastating 
effects overharvesting^hdaorKustainable management 
practices can have. The^^^rve as^ reminder of the need 
to find better ways to manageoufmnited natural resources 
sustainably. 

Ecological Systems: Environmental Cycles 
One suggestion 

for managing resources 
sustainably^develop 
management plans 

^'All oF us shARE This 

COMMON qROUNd WE CAU 

EARTh. W E NEEd TO REMiNd 

OURSEIVES ThAT WE, AS 

pEOpU, shARE This plANET 

wiTh A Rich VARiETy oF 

OThER UFE FORMS.'' 

Yosemite National Institute 

SusTAiNAbiliTy iMpliES rhs USE 

oF NATURAI RESOURCES wiThiN ThE 

CApAciTy oF ThE ENViRONMENT TO 

RENEW ThoSE RESOURCESi'ANd 

ASSiMilATE WASTES. 

which more closely 
mimick ecosystems and 
natural processes. There 
is no waste in 
functioning biological 
communities. Wastes 
from one form of life are 
food or nutrients for 
other forms of life. It is 
nature's ability to recycle energy, matter, and nutrients, 
as well as the boundaries provided 6y natural 
environmental limits that we must try to emmulate. 

Recycling materials is a necessary and important 
initial step leading us to sustainable managemem 
equal importance are clear, obtainable objectiy^which. 
balance social needs and ecological limits. Yet ecosys 
management also requires imderstandhlg the habitats 
and natural cycles that shape and defme these systems. 
Doing this is complex since there^re many kinds of 
cycles occurring at many differgrit time scales: from 
cycles complete in just a few^econds, as /with some 
cellular functions, to those t ^ n g hundreds Lf years, as 
with landscape transition. B^ically, however, nutrients, 

elements and energy are cycled and recycled through 
biological Mji-geQchernical systems. These 

such-as^cellulaf^gl^olosis or global 
nitrogen and carbon cycles, balance chemicals, 
provide 4ife-sustaining_matenals, and help 

rrE^ffoxygen atnwsphere, ozone 
buffer, fertile soiKand fresh wate 
Of course, within theboundaries of these systems 

and cycles, change is alwaA occurring. In fact, it is 
important to remember that natural systems are dynamic 
and change over time. For instance, fire can change the 
hydrology of anareaby exposing soilcausing raimo flow 
into a lake instead of soaking intoXan underground 
aquifer. New species can replace existitig specie^ as 
when a field with shrubs and grasses tumsmto a forest 
with trees. Also, species assemblages in a giveiî area can 
vascillate as competition, predators, food supplies 
weather patterns temporarily favor one over another. 
Sustainable does not mean static or unchanging. 

Earth's natural resources and processes that sustain us and other species. 
Sustainability continued on page 9 
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